
Pre-Session Notes 2 – March 8, 2022.
 
Philosophers:-

Anaximander (610-546 BCE) was a pupil of Thales and a man of many talents. He drew a map of 
the whole world as it was then thought to be, developed gnomons (the sloping arms that project a 
shadow on sundials) for marking the seasons, thought that humans came from fish, and recognised 
that the moon shines by reflected light from the sun.

He agreed with Thales’ teaching that all things came into being from a single ‘primal origin or 
substance’, but it was not water as Thales believed but something different from all known 
substances – something infinite, eternal and ageless. Anaximander’s most distinctive idea was that 
everything not only came into being from that substance, which he termed ‘the infinite’, but that 
everything finally returned to it, the concept being that nature operated according to laws which 
conserve a balance. 

It is interesting to note that a modern parallel of such a balance was put forward by the English 
astronomer Fred Hoyle (1915–2001) with regard to the universe. He proposed that it was ageless 
and that, although stars had a finite life and died, the universe’s average density remained balanced  
by a process of continuous creation. Hoyle’s theory had support for a while but suffered demise 
when later astronomical observations and a new theory, known as the ‘Big Bang’, better described 
the expansion rate of the universe, showed that it was not ageless, and provided a basis for 
calculating when our universe had its beginning – now believed to be more than 13 billion years 
ago.

We will now leave Anaximander (and Thales) until, in a later session, we come to the third of the 
Milesian philosophers, Anaxamenes. They were all primarily interested in cosmology and the origin
and substance of the world.

 

Aquinas (1225-1274) is considered the greatest philosopher and theologian of the medieval period. 
In religious circles he is known as St. Thomas Aquinas, and his influence has survived the ages. 
Since 1879, the time of Pope Leo XIII, ‘Thomism’, has been taught in Catholic universities and 
colleges as the official philosophy of the faith 

Although educated in the Benedictine Abbey school of Monte Cassino, Aquinas, against the 
opposition and forceful efforts of his aristocratic family to dissuade him, joined the Dominicans, 
then a new order formed to oppose heresy and sustained only by alms. 

He was a man of few words but made up for it in the volume of his writings. Among many other 
works he wrote commentaries on books of the Old Testament, on Boethius (a Roman philosopher of
the early 6th century, know best for his book ‘The Consolation of Philosophy’), and on Aristotle’s 
writings. 

Aquinas put forward five ‘proofs’ of God’s existence – known as the ‘Five Ways’. Put briefly (and 
very roughly) these are:-

Motion – for motion to occur there must be a ‘first mover’ who must be God
Efficient cause – nothing causes itself, therefore there must be a ‘first cause’ - God.
Possibility & necessity – it is through something already existing that that which does not 

exist begins to exist – the already existing something must be God 



Gradation – there are levels of ‘goodness’ including a highest level – which can only be in 
God

Design. - all things have a purpose; purpose in all unthinking objects is directed by 
something external to them – that something must be God.

Historical note and a local link.

The abbey at Monte Cassino in Italy was occupied by German forces in 1944 and its strategic 
position enabled them to prevent the advance by allied troops towards Rome. In February of that 
year 1400 tons of bombs dropped by American bombers reduced the abbey to rubble but in vain. 
The Germans held fast until mid-May when a Polish ground force (fighting with the Allies) won 
through and raised its flag over the ruins.

The local link? One of the Polish soldiers who took part in the successful final assault on Monte 
Cassino Abbey emigrated to Australia after the war and, in later life, settled with his family in 
Bright. He was an active member of the Bright RSL, took part in the ANZAC & Remembrance Day
marches, and passed away just a few years ago. 

Discussion Subject – What is the Purpose of Life?

This question can be approached from two directions,
i) is there some external, fundamental reason that life exists on earth – especially human life?
ii) do we, as individuals, need a purpose in life?

They are questions with many answers, or none – it depends on your beliefs.

According to Aristotle the purpose and ultimate goal in life is to achieve ‘happiness’.
Or to Confucians – to fulfil your duty to others.

Confucius (551-471 BCE) is China’s most famous philosopher and teacher.
His influence on the civilisations of East Asia has been profound.

To Epicurians – to free yourself from pain.
Epicurus (342-270 BCE) believed in a life of simple pleasures.
We will discuss this ancient Greek philosopher in future sessions.

To religious adherents – to follow God’s will.
In Buddhism and Hinduism – to achieve nirvana – a state of enlightenment.

Buddhisim originated 2500 years ago in India.
Adherents believe human life is one of suffering.

Hinduism is the world’s oldest religion’
Among its beliefs is that the individual soul is immortal.

The book ‘What Makes us Tick’ by Hugh Mackay implies that the purpose in life is to satisfy 
desires. Among others he lists the desires to belong, to be useful, to have something to believe in, to
make a difference, and to be remembered.

For some people – there is no purpose in life other than what you may decide for yourself.

The above shows the importance of beliefs. How we acquire them will be discussed in future 
sessions.



More thoughts on the subject:-

For nature there is no purpose in life – life just happens. Nature is not even impartial or 
disinterested – it is merely unknowing, following (as it must) the laws of the universe.

For life-in-nature though (that is – for the abounding life around us) there is a primary purpose – 
survival – survival for the species, not for the individual. The individual, through the process of 
procreation,  is the means by which a species survives. For the human species however this is not 
enough – most people, in their quest for ‘happiness’, need to have both a purpose and a sufficient 
opportunity to strive towards its achievement. 

A thought-provoking video on YouTube is ‘The Real Meaning of Life’ - its theme ‘that nothing 
really matters’ is based on a scientific view of the time scales of cosmic evolution and the ultimate 
fate of the universe and everything in it. Why not have a look at it and then consider whether having
a purpose in life really matters in the ‘large’ picture. 

I look forward to your company and participation next Tuesday, March 8.

Convener – Keith Ashfold.


